WRITING WORKSHOPS
CONTACT CARSON MEDLEY, 898-5392 OR CMEDLEY@CSUCHICO.EDU

Workshop 1: Paragraph Island

Workshop 2: Writing for the GRE

Workshop 3: The Hero’s Journey—How to Write a Statement of Purpose

Workshop 4: What Is a Thesis/Project?

Workshop 5: I Have this Great Idea

Workshop 6: My Only Problem Is That I Don’t Have a Problem at All

Workshop 7: Which Came First—the Answer or the Question

Workshop 8: Put Your Dukes Up: The Defense

Workshop 9: It Was Not a Dark and Stormy Night: Writing the Introduction

Workshop 10: The Story of the Squirrel Who Gathered Too Many Nuts: Understanding the Literature Survey and Writing the Literature Review

Workshop 11: How I Flew to the Moon and Proved It Was Made of Blue Cheese: Writing the Methodology Section.

Workshop 12: Making Sense of It All: Presenting Discussing Your Findings and Results

Workshop 13: Last Impressions: Conclusions and Recommendations That Do Not Insult the Reader’s Intelligence

Workshop 14: The Elevator Pitch to the Famous Hollywood Producer: Writing an Abstract that Encourages Your Audience to Keep Listening

Workshop 15: Revision for Concision